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Abstract

Article Info

Titanium dioxide has been concentrated recently due to its efficient utilization in Dye sensitized
solar cells which was first demonstrated by Graetzel. Apart from this, Titanium has its own
applications in cosmetics such as sunscreens, pharmaceutics as antibacterial coatings, food
products, tooth paste and also in other products such as plastics, papers and inks. It is also
thermally stable therefore used in implants and in aeronautics, non – flammable and poorly
soluble. It is a semiconductor that absorbs light and forms hydroxyl radicals when contacted with
water. This phenomenon of titanium has been used in several applications and the present review
deals with the brief application of titanium dioxide.
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splitting of water by Titanium dioxide electrode under
UV light irradiation. Since the discovery, Titanium
dioxide has been studied for its several light oriented
phenomena such as photocatalytic degradation, Dye
sensitized solar cells, Sensors etc. (Graetzel 2001;
Hagfeldt and Graetzel 1995; Linsebiggler et al., 1995;
Millis 1997). The present review deals with the titanium
dioxide and its applications.

Introduction
Titanium dioxide is an important n – type semiconductor
with wide band gap. They have many advantageous
properties such as absorption of light, charge transport
and surface adsorption which make them to be used in
many industrial applications (Pan et al., 2013). They are
biologically inert, relatively inexpensive and highly
stable. Apart from these they are also found to have
photoactivity and photostability (Valenica et al., 2013;
Fujishama and Zhang 2006). These properties of
Titanium dioxide make it to be used in several industrial
manufacturing products. Since its commercial production
in 11th century, they have been used in cosmetics such as
sunscreens, as pigments in paints, ointments and
toothpaste (Pfaf 1999; Salvador et al., 2000; Zallen and
Morret 2006; Braun et al., 1992; Yuran et al., 2005). The
application of Titanium dioxide nanoparticles in
photovoltaics was found when Fujishima and Honda
(1972) discovered the phenomenon of photocatalytic

Titanium dioxide
As discussed earlier it is a semiconductor that finds its
application in various industrial processes such as
sunscreens, paints, toothpaste and also in photovoltaics
such as Dye sensitized solar cells and biosensors. The
Titanium dioxide that is used for these purposes exists in
three forms as anatase, rutile and brookite (Fig. 1).
Although they found to exist in three different forms,
they are known to be found in eleven different forms. In
all polymorphs of TiO2, titanium is in octahedral
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coordination, i.e., its coordination number equals six.
However, the number of shared edges increases from two
in rutile, to three in brookite, to four in anatase. It has
been suggested (Evans 1966) that the relative stability in
the bulk phase of these phases may be inversely related
to the number of shared edges, i.e., rutile more stable
than brookite, 4 which in turn is more stable than
anatase. The structure of anatase and rutile is tetragonal,
while that of brookite is orthorhombic (Banfield, Veblen
et al., 1991; Kim, Enomoto et al., 1996).

As discussed earlier, titanium dioxide has been used in
cosmetics, paints, toothpaste, cement and in
photovoltaics (Fig. 2) which are discussed in brief as
follows:

convert organic molecules to CO2 and water to which in
turn destroys microorganisms. Several studies on using
titanium dioxide in cements have been done. Chen and
Liu (2010) found that treating cements with TiO2 gave
the material resistance against traffic and natural
weathering to pavements. In contrast, a study on concrete
blocks made with TiO2 showed that the dust, dirt, oil and
grease that are deposited on the pavement over a period
of time couldn’t be removed by photocatalysis and the
efficiency of TiO2 were found to decrease on time. It has
also been found that the photocatalysis of TiO2cannot be
regained on washing with water (Chai Mei Yu 2003).
However, research is still being conducted on making
TiO2resistant against traffic pollutants and natural
weatherings on pavements by cement water coating with
fine sand and TiO2nanomaterials to the fresh concrete
surface prior to curing (Hassan et al., 2010).

Sunscreens

Self – cleaning glass

Titanium dioxide is a predominant compound in
sunscreens. Titanium dioxide blocks Ultra violet A
(UVA) rays with a wavelength of 315 – 400 nm and
Ultra Violet B (UVB) rays with a range of 280 – 315 nm.
TiO2 used in sunscreens are highly stable and are not
decolourized by UV radiation. In sunscreens, they are
coated with silica or alumina since when contacted with
water TiO2 produces hydroxyl radicals which are
potentially carcinogenic. Therefore the coating prevents
the contact of titanium dioxide with water and also skin
making them safe to be used.

The first self – cleaning glass made with coating of
anatase combined with complexing agents containing
organic molecules was introduced during the year 2001.
The organic molecules were found too act as ligands and
bind to titanium ion with co-ordinate bonds which is an
important process to convert titanium into soluble form
to be spread over glass surface. After application of
titanium coating the glass is heated to burn off the
organic complexing agent leaving the anatase coating
alone intact. Anatase absorbs UV light with wavelengths
and activates titanium dioxide by exciting electrons to
higher energy levels. The activated titanium dioxide
reacts with water, generates hydroxyl radicals and breaks
down organic molecules. The hydroxyl free radicals on
the surface of the titanium dioxide increase the
hydrophilic character of the glass and when it rains, the
water runs off the glass in the form of a sheet and the dirt
is washed off.

Applications of titanium dioxide

Cement
Titanium dioxide were found to be added on to the
surface of cements, tiles and paints to have sterilizing,
deodorising and anti – fouling properties since TiO2 can
form hydroxyl radicals when contacted with water and

Fig.1 Different forms of TiO2
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Fig.2 Applications of TiO2

Fig.3 TiO2in dye sensitized solar cells (DSSC)
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Photocatalysis
Graetzel invented the modern photovoltaic cells to
convert solar energy into electrical energy called as Dye
Sensitized Solar Cells or Graetzel cells (Fig. 3). The
main nanocomposite used in solar cells especially the
Dye Sensitized Solar Cells (DSSC) is Titanium dioxide.
Titanium being excellent conductor of solar energy they
have been used extensively and they have been used
alone or in with combinations. The Bio sensitized solar
cell can act as a perfect alternative for chemical and toxic
metal derived photovoltaics that is used in DSSC. BSSC
is a protein or natural pigment based solar cell which
functions exactly like a conventional solar cell and
promotes energy production (Chang et al., 2008). Even
in BSSC cells, TiO2is used as photosensitizer. Naturally,
the pigment has utmost stability to high pH and
temperature which is a better quality to be used in Dye
Sensitized Solar Cell (DSSC) in India. The BSSC is
produced by immobilizing naturally derived pigment
onto TiO2 nanocrystalline ceramic film which is coated
onto fluorine doped tin oxide. The resultant will be
FTO/TiO2/Pigment and it acts as a working electrode.
This BSSC solar panel will be using the best of solar
energy to its maximum in producing electricity.
Titanium dioxide was found to have unique behaviour
such as improved mechanical and stabilizing properties.
When adding certain nanofillers and nano-coatings, they
can be tailored to modify their surface properties. From
these variations, their physical and functional properties
also changes and can be used for several applications
such as automotive and solar energy including bio/chemical sensing, electronic devices, drug delivery,
microwave absorbing device etc. From these, it has been
clear that TiO2 will be future material of great importance
and varied applications.
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